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Is the future ours?



Warning

The following presentation
follows the chatham house rule
 

 

 

 

 

Be prepared for a frank and
honest look at responsibility in
gaming

if anyone would feel offended,
this presentation is not aimed at
you
 

 

 

 

In any case the presentation is still
a lot more diplomatic than we are
used to from a certain current
head of State with an affinity for
big, golden skyscrapers with his
name on them
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Who is the biggest
innovator?

I. Introduction



the lotto game

Existed in China and then

dissapeared

 

Biggest innovation in games of the

last century

 

in the 1970's a German State

Lottery reintroduced the lottery 



Betting



horse race betting supports the
organisation of races:
 

 

 

at its base betting was meant as
additional entertainment to
sports and support for these
sports= betting was a side
product

initially these races were meant to find
the best horses for breeding
 

 

 

the introduction of races to find the best
horses is an invention of Napoleon to get
the best horses for his army

the invention of horse race
betting had a societal objective



Live betting and online games

first big partnership in live games  

by Innoka = joint venture of GTech

and the Finnish State Lottery

 

Online games: Finland

developped its own platform and

games in the 90's 



CSR

Started in the gaming sector in

the 1990's (Lotteries & Casino's)



Innovation came out of public interest

Invented or adopted a long time
ago by public and landbased
operators or influence

Lotto
 

Horse betting
 

live betting
 

online games
 

CSR

All the biggest innovations like: 



II. contribution
of the online
gaming
sector? 



general tendencies

differentiated by 
- different colour schemes; &
- slightly differing bonus schemes
- with some RG spices to add
flavour

strong competition & lots of marketing: benefit?
 

have led to commodification of online games i.e. most
online gaming operators offer:
 

the same games
 

with the same odds
 

on the same platforms



differentiation between online
games is difficult

Effects of commodification

brand building is very costly

innovation has stalled with a focus  on
competing on the remaining differentiating
features:
- audio-visual elements of games
- bonus schemes of games

consumer-brand loyalty is hard to
achieve



RiG is an opportunity

To truly differentiate between
commoditised (online) games
 

 

Differentiations between gaming
operators based on the net impact
on society = societal responsibility
 

 

If a gaming operator can truly claim
and prove a net-positive impact on
society, that is an advantage towards
the consumer and other stakeholders



Live betting and RiG

live betting was an innovation
brought its own risks, especially
matchfixing
 

require AML and data security
measures

All the more reason Macolin
convention addressing these
issues should be implemented
and enforced
 

why does a certain state oppose
ratification?
 

 a new storm is brewing with football leagues on the use of data for games
lines are being drawn and positions are being taken



advertising and RiG

overly extensive and aggressive ads have led to the curtailing of adds
altogether in the EU and Africa

Bad for adversiting opportunities
 

risk for harder differentiation
between legal and illegal gaming
offerings
 



advertising and RiG

sector needs to move towards societal marketing
 
“endeavour to satisfy the needs and wants of the target customers in
ways that preserve/protect and enhance the well-being of consumers
and society as a whole”

 

= Focus on protecting the consumer by offering
an attractive product with no harm 

(at least no negative consequences for society,
but by preference also   beneficial for society) +
focus on long term benefits
 

=/ CSR with a focus on the corporate level and
stakeholders



what has online gaming
done?

commodified online gaming
 

added a version of CSR
- far less profound than land based
operator's efforts
- essentially CSR has been limited to
responsible gaming

what should gaming do?

Really develop a broader societal
model
 

responsible AMLD and data
security for live betting
 

contribute to implementation and
enforcement of Macolin
convention
 

change advertising into societal
marketing



III. Shared value
approach



RiG is not empty
symbolism: we are
at a turning point

changing
towards
creating
shared value



If a company wants to stay relevant and do well
economically it must integrate the health of the
community around it in its business

Creating Shared Value

Doing business is not a zero-sum game, it is a
positive-sum game that creates welfare for
business and society at large.

The gaming industry needs legitimacy in order
to operate and creating shared value creates
this legitimacy

Doing well by
doing good

Central premise: competitiveness of a company and the health of the
community around it are mutually dependent.



Applied already by big
multinationals



UN SDG's embraced by casino's



certification

Certification schemes aim to mitigate
risks and deliver confidence
 

Getting certified can be a part of RiG
that is also good for business
 

Certification schemes of land based
operators pursue larger societal
objectives ( circular economy, gender
equality, climate change,…) and/or
embrace the UN Sustainable
development goals



Now it is up to online gaming



IV. new
technology



Buzz words in action

Every industry conference mentions AI, blockchain, Big Data,

Virtual Reality...

But TALK IS CHEAP



Meanwhile the EU starts to regulate

Within the first 100 days in office

of the new European commission,

they pledge to have a new

Regulation on AI’s human and

ethical implications.

They will regulate based on the AI

guidelines published by the AI High-

Level Expert Group in the past months.

 

Separately, GDPR is obliging companies

to respect privacy and use data

responsibly 

 

And more regulation on liability for

online business might be coming.



Meanwhile GAFA leads the
conversation

GAFA= Google Amazon Facebook Apple

 

They are leading the conversation about ethics and social

responsibility for new technologies. They are imposing their

morals on their users and want to extend the influence of

their morals into state and EU regulation.

 

The gaming industry is not leading this conversation and

risks to be forced

to follow the ethics and morals of GAFA



The new dark age?
Is the gaming industry going to stay in the

darkness, following the direction determined

by others?

 

It is for the gaming industry to take back

control over the conversation,

regain agency over what is happening.

 

Otherwise GAFA and new technologies will

determine the direction of the future without

the gaming industry’s input.

 

 
“We are not powerless,
not without agency, and
not limited by darkness.
We only  have to think,
and think again, and keep
thinking. The network – us
and our machines and the
things we think and
discover together –
demands it.”
- James Bridle



Conclusion

RiG is a business imperative

 

the gaming industry needs to

take back agency

Aiming for real societal innovation

A different approach of the

consumer and other stakeholders

such as the State etc.

Regard for the society in which you

operate

Real  RiG means: 



I  have been challenging you tonight  to incite you

to action.  The world is always changing and you

can either  undergo this change or  shape the

direction of  the change.

 

I  am happy to explore with each of  you how this

challenge can be addressed in a way that

benefits all  stakeholders



Thank you!
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